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SPEECH COMPRESSION AND EXPANSION 
USING MATCHED PHER?ISTORS 

INTRODUCT ION 

mee its beginning, telephone service ha sen con- 

tinuou8 improvement. Today the public expects complete 

s&tisfaction. any devices have been developed to keep 

telephone service up to the public's expectations. One of 

these devices compresses and expands the electrical speech 

signals to improve transmission by reducing interfering 

signals. 

In transmittin speech electrically, the volta,es and 

currents on transmission channel vary in accordimce with 

the actua] speech waves. These electric signal variations 

rust be transmitted to the called subscriber's telephone 

receiver in a relatively undistorted form, free fron un- 

arìted extraneous sinals. For long-distance calls, there 

aro many paths where unwanted electric signals may enter 

the speech channel. Induced noise may reduce the intelli- 

gibility of the message. Crosstalk, wMch often is consid- 

ered a form of noise, is not only bothersome from the in- 

terference standpoint, but also may violate the requirement 

of secrecy of transmission. 

h 1netod of rerhicthg the effects of noise (including 

crossta]J':) is speech volume compression at the transmitting 

carrier ter'ninal, and expansion at the raceivin terminal. 

The copressor at the transmittin.; end reduces the signal 



intensity range by increasing the weak signals and de- 

creasing the strong signals. This allows weak signals 

to override the noise in the transmission medium. Con- 

versely, the expandor at the receiving nnd re-establishes 

the original volume range. By using the first syllable of 

ItmpressorI and the last two syllables of "expandorTt, the 

word "compandort' was coined to describe the complete unit. 

ecause the number o1 required telephone circuits is 

increa5inF rapidly, more and more speech channels must be 

in close proximity for long distances. This increeses the 

possibility of crosstalk between charìe1s. Hence, the need 

for compandors on these channels has increased tremendously 

and their application is limited only by cost considern- 

tions. It is important that the cost of compandors is 

reduced. This investigation explores the possibility of 

using matched t11ermistors* as the key elements of a simple, 

inexpensive compandor. 

* Thermistors are temperature sensitive resistors, which 
make use of the large temperature coefficients of resis- 
tivity of semiconductors. 
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EARLY HISTORY OF TIU cO1PANDOR 

The Introduction of noise and crostaik Into a tele- 
phone channel depen on the quality of th transrnI81on 
rned1ur. An Important con!deration for ;ood trnsri1Ion 
is the lo,arithi of the i;nal-to-noIse power ratio. 'Phis 

is because of the loarithrnic nature of the responso of the 

human hearin{: mechanism. because a hih ratio of sh;nal- 
to-noise power is of irportance, speech transmission can be 

improved either by stren;thening t1 sina1 or by reducing 

the noise in the circuit used for transmission. The term 

noise, as juz3t used, includes crosstalk. 
There are two limits on the rari:;e of SpeeCh volume 

viriich a system is capable of transmittint;. The upper limit 
is deterrnned by the overload capacity for which equipment 

such as the transmitting amplifiers and the repeaters in 

the line are designed. The lower limit Is deterrnned by 

the amount of noise interference entering the message- 

circuit. These two limits were taken into consideration 
early by manufacturers for improvenients in design of tele- 
phone carrier systems. Linear amplifiers with sufficient 
overlcad capacity were built. Circuit noise was reduced. 

Cables with lesser crosstalk coupling between pairs were 

manufactured. These and other advancements allowed the 

increased application of carrier systems to long toll tele- 
phone circuits even before the invention of compandors. 
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in contrast to wire-line service, tri radio telephony 

the noise characteristics of the transmission medium are 

largely beyond control. Therefore, it is not surprising 

that the compandor found its first application on inter- 

continental radio links. 

efore the invention of the compandor, only one method 

was tri use to reduce the range of signal intensities on 

radio circuits. An operator, with the air] of a volume- 

level indicator, adjusted the speech volume to a constant 

value just below the transmitter load capacity. 

There are three causes for the large variation in 

siinal intensities arriving at the transmitter by wire 

line. Differences among speakers arid differences in line 

losses are two causes that tokether account for a 40 db 

variation. Differences in speech amplitudes for a p;iven 

talker is a third cause that accounts for another 30 db 

variation in signal intensity. An operator can compon- 

sate only for slowly vnr:'rin quantities. He can, there- 

fore, compensate only for the differences among speakers 

and differences in line losses, and thus, reduce the 

initial variations of signal intensities from 70 db to 

30 db. 

To override noise, it would be desirable always to 

send at maximum transmitter power output capacity. This 

would require eliminating the remaining 30 db of volume 

range. However, a device which could do this would 
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destroy some of the information that is contained in the 

speeclh (7). To supplement the manual adjustment, the first 
compandor was installed in 1932 on the !'!ew York-Lonon 1on- 

wave radio telephone circuit which reduced the remaining 

30 db volume range to 15 db at the transmitter and which 

restored the original rango at the receiver. The use of 

the compandor on this radio circuit increased the time 

when the circuit was usable by a significant amount (14). 

As explained earlier, compandors also would be very 

useful on noisy wire lines. But a telephone channel 

equipped with a compandor needs a compressor and an ex- 

pandor at each terminal, and the original cornpandor filled 
five feet of relay rack. Consequently, the large size and 

high cost prohibited the use of cornpandors on telephone 

wire lines for about eight years. 

The first applications of compandors to telephone 

cable carrier systems were made in 1941 on the Charlotte- 

Miami and the Charlotte-West Palm Beach routes (5). By 

that time, the size of the compandor terminal bad been 

reduced to fill only 15 inches of a standard relay rack. 

The reduced size of the compandor made it practical for 

use on toll carrier systems, and by 1946 over a hundred 

carrier-circuit compandors were in use. 
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PACVFO1FD STTIDY TO JACH CONCTJTTSIONS ON TJ* 
RE(1UIT'MENTS OF C(W PADOFS 

The (oeg of Compression Law 

One tasie requtrerient of a coipandor system is that 
its overall response must be lInear. In other words, 

within Its overload cipabIlities, its averare output power 

rust e directly proportional to ts irput power. The plot 
ori loarithic co-oruinates of input power vs. o'itcut power 

of a cornpressor 1 called its coripression characteristic. 
Lawtori (12) stato that within reasonable liTlits any shape 

of compressIon characteristic is effectIve, hut for ease of 

specification anc matchIr., a straiht-11ne characteristic 
on loarithriic co-ordinates is usua11 followed. 

V. (IVOC X2 :V1 S 

Compreaaor Transmission Systeu Expandor 

Li,.. 1. A c»nandor .vsr.en' Coisidered ir: 
One Diroctiot of Transmission Only 

The fol1owin; symbols aro used in the succeedIng eouatons: 

vic, v = Compressor input voltages 

l'oc' V(0 = Compressor output voltages 

vie, v -: Txpandor input voltages 

vçe, 0: Expandor output voltages 
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From FU;uro 1, the compression and expansion equations are 

(i\ y _ln J-, 
oc 1 Ic 

fO\ IT - V IT n 
/ VOC - LS3VIe 

where Y1 and K3 are the linear loss factors of compressor 

and expandor. The exponent 1/n is called the compression 

ratio. The reason for adopting this name is indicated by 

the fol1owIn: 

Consider a new input volta;e, Vj!., 

(3) V, = XV, 

VO: = 

Olviding quation 4 by EquatIon i, = or, in 
V0 

lo'arithmIc form 

(5) 20 log 2.4 = l/n20 io.r Y] l/n[20 log 
voc vic J 

+10 

o 
-10 

ç-4 

o 
- - 
o 
p4 

-30 

-ko 

-50 

-50 -40 -30 -20 -10 0 +10 
Input Power (dbm) 

FIg. 2. Input and Output Characteristics of a Compandor 



}or most compandors, a compression ratio of 1/2 is 

chosen, which means that a 6 db increase in input will cause 

only a db Increase in output (see Equation 5). AS qua- 

tIon 2 shows, the expansion law shoulu be the exact inverse 

of the compression law (Figure 2). 

Then, since n 2, snd 

(6) Vie = 

where 2 Is the linear loss factor of the speech charnel. 

}or n = 2 placed Into Fquation 2, Voe Is 

(7a) '1oe K5( Vie)2 

Equation 6 substituted into Equation 7a becomes 

(7b) Voe = 3U2\0)2 = 

Jquation i substituted into Equation 7b becomes 

Voe 

(7c) Voe = K3KKVj 

or, by dividing both sides by V and taking the loarithme 

(7) 20 lo2(2O log !') 1-2(20 log T2) + 20 log V 

VIC 

In words, Equation 7 states that a i db change in the 

transniission loss (20 lo K2) will cause a 2 db output 

c1ane (2[20 log Tc21). Hence, channel gain regulation is 

more critical for channels with compandors than for those 

without compendors. Also, if the channel response was flat 



within 3 db before applying compandors, the channel will

have a 6 db variation after applying thorn. The effect on

a typical channel response is shown in Figure 3.

10

With Compandor
Without Compandor

1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4 2.8 3.2f(kcps)

Fig. 3. Channel Frequency Attenuation
Characteristics with and without Compandor

This, however, is largely onlv an apparent disadvantage

since I'igure 3 is a response curve to single frequency

tones. As voice signals are of complex wave shape, the

most powerful frequency, the fundamental, will essentially

control the compandor gain, resulting effectively in a

high-frequency response identical to that without com

pandor .

Realization of the Design Objective with the Conventional.
Compandor

Before a new design can be undertaken, the design

objectives must be clearly in mind. The study of existing

circuits will help accomplish this.

Figure 4 show3 a block diagram of a compandor terminal,

The incoming signal power from the two-wire line is split
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COMPRESSOR 
Shun t 
Vario- 

Pad P losser Amplifier Pad P 
a 

'L 

Recti- Control +-Wire 
N fiers Amp].ifiers Line 

2-eire r- 
- - - 

Line 

'Amplifier Pad P 

Vario- EXPANDOR 
losser 

F. 4. A Coniçanor at One ri: of a 4-'..ire Telephone circuit 

equally the hybrid coil. flnr-1a1f of the power is dissi- 

pated In the output of the expndor annilfier. The rest of 

the si,l is atter'iatec in the Pad a before it enters the 

sh'rnt varo-losser cf FIure 4. As will be seen later, a 

is reqiIrod to decrae the snal suVf1eently to nrevent 

hnr"on1c distortion by the varto-losser. The cornpressed 

arid attenuated slínal now enters a high-jain amplifier 

w}:ich restors the necessary transmission level. In a 

feedbacl' loop, a smal a'ount of the co"presor output 

power is amlIfiod an rectifIed to control the 
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varc-losser. 1Jnier steady-state conditions s 6 db in- 

crease in input Inereases the attentuation oC the vario- 

losser by 3 db. 

The expandor works in a similar fashion. The only dif- 

ferences are that forward-acting control is used instead 

of backward-actinc control: that is, the input of the con- 

trol amplifier is connected to the input of the expandor 

circuit instead of beine connected to its output. Also, 

the varic-losser is now a series attenuator, the loss of 

which is decreased with increase in received signal. In 

the expandor, the gain savings of a backward-acting circuit 

car.not be used since this would allow the voice energy from 

the two-wire line to operat' the expandor varlo-losser. 

Vario-lossr Circuits Using Conper-oxide \'nristors 

The principles of dIfferent vario-losaer circuits, 

which are used ir conventional compandors, have been de- 

scrited by Fennett and Doba (2). The niost common serles 

and shunt type circuits are shown In Fl.ures 5 and 6. 

i 7 Ou t put 

Amplifier 
For Time- C ontrol 
Constant, 
Smoothing, 
and Current 
s o urc e 

Fig. 5. Shunt-type flackward-actlng Varic-losser 



i ? 

p 
2 2 

o_jj___ 
Control 

f. 
Output 

p 

For Time 
Constant, 

Amplifier 
( 

Smoothing, 
I and Current 
Source 

Rectifier 

Fig. 6. Series-type Forward-act1n Varlo-losser 

Since varistors have approximately an exponential 

current-volta;e relationship, careful analysis of these 

circuits sows that they are especially suited for 2:1 

compression and expansion ratios. These ratios are, how- 

ever, not exact for all levels, because of the fo1lowtn 

approximations that had to be made in their derivation. 

1) The varstor characteristics follow tri1y 

an exponential law. 

2) They are biased by a current source. 

3) rrhejr impedances are at all times low as 

compared to the source and load impedance. 

Within these limitations the derivations will hold true 

also when germanium or silicon diodes are used in place 

of the copper-oxide varistors. Later it will be shown 

that for the thermistor vario-losser no such approxirna- 

tions need to be made. 
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Response Times of the Syllabic Compandor 

In the preceriim sections, the properties of the corn- 

pandor have been described in terms of steady-state testing 

power. However, during speech transmission, the losses of 

the varlo-lossers are changing with time, at a syllahlc 

rate. The time rate of loss variations are determined by 

the speech envelope and by the attack and recovery times 

of the compandor. Attack time is the interval required, 

after sudden application of a steady testing sinal, for 

the gain of the compressor or expandor to reath substan- 

tially its final value. fecovery time is the ar.aloous 

interval after the interruption of a steady testing 

sirnal (5). xpresse1 in a different way, the response 

time of the syllabic .cornpandor is defined as the time 

required to change the insertion loss of a vario-losser 

to 90 per cent of Its final value when a sudden change in 

power input occurs. 

A long attack time of the compressor would allow loud 

initial syllables to overload succeeding amplifiers. This 

means that the beginning of loud syllables would be dis- 

torteci. long recovery time would permit the hackí:rourìd 

noIse to be heard, with gradually diminishing volume, when 

a stron; si,nal was removed. Short attack and recovery 

times would cause abrupt changes of the speech wave form 

by the compressor. This type of chane adds harmonics to 
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the orlgthai waves. The harmonics enerted by the corn- 

rr'8sor contain information of the original speech wave. 

Therefore, they must be transmitted to enable the expandor 

to restore the original si;rial, which means that a fast 
acting compandor would reqiire a transmission bandwidth up 

to three times the original speech bandwidth. For this 
reason, ccmprornise resnonse times have to be used in the 

desiL,n of ornpandors. 

Lawton (12) states that the ear cannot detect the 

effects of attack times less than 70 milliseconds and 

release times of lese than 100 to 300 milliseconds. These 

would be the extreme allowable operatiru times if on1 one 

compandor was used in a transmission path. Carter (5) 

meì:tions that talking tests established that for a single 

compandor, attack times of the order of 10 milliseconde 

and recovery times of the order of 50 milliseconds gave 

satisfactory quality on ood toll telephone circuits. 
These last two operating times will be used as design 

objectives because they allow two or three cornpandors in 

tandem without objectionable speech diatortion. 
It will be shown later that the thermistor compandor 

has varying operating times dependent on signal levels and 

the time rate of change of the signal levels. Operating 

times of conventional compandors show a si'iilar dependence 

on the absolute signal levels and the rate of change of 

the signal levels. The capacitors in the vario-lossers 
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(see Figures 5 and 6) charge in parallel with, but dis- 

charge through, the varyin, resistance of the vario-losser 

diodes. 

To have a completely distortionless reproduction of 

the signal after expansion, the transient change in the 

compressor insertion loss must be completely cancelled by 

a matched transient change in the expandor Insertion gain 

during the entire period of the transient. However, ac- 

cording to Paulaitis (16), there is no possible way of 

designinp, the expandor vario-losseì circuit, now used in 

practice, to have both the exact ii verse trarsient response 

and the exact inverse steady-state ,ain response of the 

compressor. In modern compandors, usually the accurate 

matchin< of the steady-state gain response is considered 

most important. Thus, in varlo-lossers now in use, it is 

usually only attempted to produce accurate compression and 

expansion ratios (4). As will be seen later, no such com- 

promise solution is reauired for the thermistor compandor. 

Compandor Control Rane 

For any practical desi,n, compandors are limited as 

to the input range they can accept and the output range 

they can provide. Therefore, in compandor design, the 

following definitions summarized from an article by 

Wright are useful (23). 
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The control range is the difference between the maxi- 

mum and minimum inputs over which a device functions in a 

specific nonlinear manner. The values dividing the con- 

trolled range from the uncontrolled ranges may be referred 

to as the "control points". A control point can be moved 

as desired over a wile range by connecting a repeater or 

attenuator in tandem with the compressor or oxpandor. 

This is illustrated in Figure 7 for a limited range com- 

pressor. 

The above discussion of "range" concludes the general 

considerations for compandor design. In the following, 

section, the need in a particular field for an inexpensive, 

small compandor will be explained. 



20 

10 

-10 

-20 

-30 

Input Variable 
Gain (Los8) Compressor 
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Output Variable 
Gain (Loss) 

a) Block diagram of a 
circuit to adjust the 
control points of a 

limited range compres- 
sor. 

b) Control point adjust- 
ment by changing G1. 

G2 = O = constant 

..LfQV t s 

-40 -30 -20 -10 0 +10 +20 Pi(dbm) 

E 20 
V 
o 10 

[II 

-10 

-20 

-30 

control 
I range 

c) Control point adjust- 
ment by changing G2. 

G1 _ O = constant 

_40y 
t t t t t 

-ko -30 -20 -10 0 10 2O Pi(dbrn) 

Fig. 7 Moving the Control Points of a Limited Range Compre8- 
sor by Means of Attenuators and Amplifiers. 
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EED FO AN INEXPENSIVE, SVALL COMPANDOX 

Ordinarily, in engineering work, preliminary specifi- 

cations are written for a device after the noed for such a 

device has been established. Deter:ining design specifi- 

cations for a coinpandor is application engineering and not 

within the scope of this investigation. 

:uring previous work at International Telephone and 

Telegraph Laboretories, the writer 

need for a simple, inexpensive, and 

proposed compandor is to be used on 

channels where a noise reduction of 

is needed. 

xchanF;e carrier systems are a 

became aware of the 

small compandor. This 

exchange carrier 

not more than 15 db 

nevr development within 

the telephone carrier field. These carrier systems are 

desi&.ned for economical operation on extremely short lines, 

that is for use on exchange telephone linos as distin- 

guished from toll, or long-distance, circuits. Tnti1 

recently all speech channels between central offices within 

a given exchange consisted of metallic pairs of wires oper- 

ated on a voice-frequency basis. Exchan?e carrier systems 

now are used to provide aduitional speech channels over 

existing cable pairs, and at a cost lower than the needed 

channels could be obtained by installing additional new 

ceble. For long-distance, or toll-system carrier, brith;1nt- 

thousands of milos, terminal equipment comprises only a 
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small part of the cost of a system. The lar,er portion of 

the cost is in the open-wire, or cable, and the repeater 

facilities. For exchan;e carriers the situation is re- 

versed, arid it becomes necessar to save on the cost of 

the terminal equipment. 

At first glance, it seems unnecessary to use compan- 

dors on carrier systems that only cover a distance of 

five to twenty miles. However, it must be remembered that 

the exchange carrier systems will transmit over cable 

lines that have ori;ina1ly been designed only for voice- 

frequency operation. Crosstalk attenuation for carrier 

frequencies is, therefore, much lower on exchange cables 

than on toll-telephone cables, and compandors will be 

needed on a number of channels with a large amount of 

crosstalk and noise. 

In the Investigations described in the following 

pages, it will be shown that an Inexpensive compandor 

iving sufficient noise and crosstalk reduction cari be 

designed using matched thermistors. To do this, the 

theory of the thermistor compandor will first be developed 

mathematically and then confirmed experimentally. Later, 

important desin criteria will be investigated. Further- 

more, thermistor theory will be studied with the aim of 

specifying thermistors with suitable operating times and 

sensitIvity. Finally, recommendations will be made on 

how to Incorporate the compandor into ari actual system. 
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TH} I STOR CO PAND0F THEORY AND EX PER IflENTS 

General .Theory of the Compandor Circuit 

In this section the general theory of the compandor 

circuit will be discussed. It will be noticed that nowhere 

in this section will thermistor properties be 'ient1oner. 

In fact, it will be shown that under certain conditions the 

overall response of the circuit is independent of therm- 

istor propertie!. Consider the circuit shown in Figure 8. 

Zirl=00 
I - Z =0 

o 
¡ 

Compressor Expandor 

t 

Rk Vk 

Fig. b. Simplified Compandor Circu5.j 

To make the overall circuit response independent of 

the circuit elements z, the following relations among 

circuit elements must hold true. 

(1) Z]=Z2=Z 

where z is a linear or nonlinear impedance element. 

(2) R3 = R1 R2 

(3) R4 = 
R1 
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Also, the voltage transfer characteristic of the ideal 

voltage amplifier must be 

(4' = Gv i + 
V2 Rl 

Now it can be proved that the output voltage, V4, is not 

a function of z. 

Directly from Figure 8, the following three equations 

can be written. 

(5) ! 
R2 

E R1 12 

(7) 

V3_ R2 

V2 
i 

v4= R4 

V3 R3z 

R3 Z 
R4 

Multiplying the left sides of Equations 5, 6, ani 7 results 

in the overall voltare transfer ratio of the circuit, 

IVuitiplying the right sides, and substituting iquations 2 

and 3 into the product to eliminate the variables I\3 and 

h4, the following result is obtained after some algebraic 

marilpuiationa. 

(ì) 
V4h2 
p R1 

As already mentioned, quat1on U shows that the resultin, 

voltage ratio is independent of z when identical elements 
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for z are used. To help visualize the result, the voltabe 

transfer ratio X will be calculated directly for the 

extreme values of z. If 

z1 z2 Q ohms (open circuits). 

Then, from ligure 8 

(c') V2E 
(lo) y3 = v2 = E(l HP) 

R2(1 V4 V3 R4 (1 + __________ ____ 
R3rR4 R1 

R1+R2-R2(l + 

implified 

(11) !.i 
E 

which agrees with 

(12) !. 
E 

' 2 
R1 

Equation 8. Or, if z Z2 

Rp 

R1 +R2 

(13) ! = (1 
H2) 

(14) V41 

Therefore, 

(15) = 
H2 

(1 ) = H R11-R2 R1 R1 

which is also identical with Tquation B. 
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TI linear elements are emploTed at z1 and z2, it can 

he seen that the amplifier voltare transfer ratio is not 

critical. For instance, if cacacitors are used, V2 becomes 

a function of frequency (V2 I(I) ) as shown in Piure 9. 

V2 

Q4 
R2 

4 
iC 

Ri + 

DL 
o Frequency (cps) 

Fig. O. Frequency Response of the Compressor Circuit 
for Constant Input Voltage if' a Linear Capacitor 

is used for the z Component. 

With an amplifier gain as r-,iven in Equation 4, quation R 

still holds true. With some other gain, the system 

voltae transfer ratio changes to 

17 1? 
«2 '-v - _____ 

(16) - ---.---- - ______ s 

1R1(1 
F1 

In other words, the system will still have an output- 

input voltage transfer ratio independent of frequency. 

The fact that reactive elements do not change the gain 

linearity of the overall circuit response may be useful 

for the final design of a thermistor compandor if it 



becomes necessary to isolate direct current from the 

thermistor. 

The question arises, why Is a particular voltage 

transfer ratio of the ideal amplifier required, even 

though, for linear elements, the amplifier gain Is not 

critical? For matched, nonlinear elements to behave 

identically, the currents through them and the voltages 

across them must be equal at any instant of time. The 

main function 01 the amplifier is to provide z2, at all 

times, with a voltage Identical to that existing across 

z1. It will now bo shown that currents and voltages in 

z1 and z2 are equal at all times. Directly from Figure b 

an' equatIon 1, the voltage across z1 is 

(17) V _ z1 

From Figure b and iquations 5, 6, and b, the voltage across 

Z2 is 

Vz2 = V;5-V4 = r 
(!\2 Z 

)(l - 1+R2+z Rl R1 

which, after some algebraic manipulation, becomes 

(lb) V =F Z 
2 R1+R2+z 

Fence, comparing Equations 17 and 18 

(19) v2 = 
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The voltac'es across the non1.oar elerìents 7j aria z2 are 

equal at all tirre. The equalIty of eurrer'ts n z1 an1 z2 

follows fron' Th-'s Law an quaton 19. 

The cornpandinr ct1on of the above circuit has not yet 

beer consIdered. This action depends entirely on the char- 

acteristics of the e1ments z1 and z2. lor instRnce, the 

circuit in }iure G has been used previously in instantane- 

ous cornpandor design, hut not for the type of compandor now 

under investigatIon. For the elements z, pairs of high 

conductance ;ermanIu.rn diodes were used by the writer in 

previous work at International Telephone and Telegraphy 

Laboratories (see FIure 10). 

1R2 I 

E V2 

e f*i 
a) 

Fir;. 10. a) Si'rplifled Instantaneous Compressor 
Circuit Jsing Watched Diodes. 

h) Output .ave Forms for Different Input 
Power Levels (SIne Wave Input). 

When a wideband 1near system is used between compres- 

sor and expandor, the instantaneous compandor has practi- 

caliv an undistorted output (second and third harmonics 

more than 40 db below the fundamental). However, at high 



levels of transmisioi, the transmitted wvoform consists 

of a number of strong harmonics. Therefore, a bandwidth 

of at least 12 kilocycies is required to enable the ex- 

panclor to reproduce the higher voice frequencies w:ith 

tolerable distortions. 

The two major contributions of this investigation 

consist of: (i) The realization that the circuit equa- 

tions do not only hold for instantaneously varying non- 

linear resistances such as diodes, hut also for time 

delayed varying circuit elements such as thermistors. 

(2) The experimental verification, which is discussed 

later, s}iows that the above circuit may be useful for the 

design of an essentially distortionless syllabic compandor 

with its Inherent smaller bandwidth requirement. 

Graphical I)etermlnation of the Compressor Gain 
Characteristic 

In the last section It has been shown that the expandor 

circuit has the exact inverse response of the compressor 

circuit. Therefore, only the desired compressor gain char- 

acteristic need be determined, as will be done in this 

section. 

In Figure li, a steady-state thermistor response is 

shown. When a current, 'ih' flows through the thermistor, 

the voltage drop across R2 will be 'th2 Adding the 

thermistor voltage and the voltage drop through R2, the 
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combined characteristic, also shown in Figure 11, can be

drawn. This, then, is a graph of the compressor output

voltages for different thermistor currents.

a)

£
-p

c

C

-P

03
•H

Jh

,' Thermistor
in series

| with R2

Voltage (volts)

Fig. 11. Steady State Response of a Thermistor
Alone and in Series with Resistor Rg.

The next step towards finding the overall compressor

response is shown in Figure 12. A loadline drav/n with the

slope, _ 1
, intersects tho curve of compressor current

vs. compressor output voltage. The point of intersection

is the graphical solution of the linear equation,

(20) IiRi+Vg = E

and the nonlinear equation,

(21) V2 = f(Ix)

This solution assumes that the thermistor temperature stays

constant during a cycle of an applied speech wave. Hence,

the thermistor must have a long thermal time constant as

compared to the half-period of the lowest frequency to be
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compressed. This requirement will be treated in more 

detail in tl-ie next section on thermistors. 

I(ma) 

N.- i / 
R 
i Thermistor 

in series 
with R 

Il 

N 
I.. V2 V(volts) 

Fig. 12. Graphical Deter'iination of V2 vs. . 

Drawing pari11e1 load 1nes of the sano slope allo'.'s 

the determination of the complete steaìy-state response. 

It is customary to draw steady-state responses of coirar- 

dors with decibel scales. Therefore, plotting the curve, 

V2 vs. T, on 10-1o' paper and dividing each decade into 

20 eaual divisIons will result in the destred steady-state 

compressor respons', 20 1or10V2 vs. 20 lo;10E (see Fiure 

13). 
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o 

o 

t'esnI v'al 0a n.a 

7 
4ço 

L., 

Fig. 13. Compressor Response. 

In an actual system the positions of the control 

points (A and E in Figure 13) have to be chosen in cori- 

parison to some reference power level. This amounts to a 

relabeling of the coordinates of Fi;ure 13 in a decibel 

scale. The resulting figure, w-ich is then similar to 

Figure 2, pige C, is the compressor characteristic. 

Figure 2 shows a control range of 55 db, or a differ- 

ence in gain of 27.5 db for the lowest arid the highest 

level within the limits of the control range. As listener 

evaluation tests of compandors have established, the above 

mentioned difference in gain is equal to the crosstalk 

advantage. This is true only if the noise power is below 

the lower control point of the expandor. 

The crosstalk advantage of a thermistor compandor Is 

limited to a lower value as the following example will 
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show. A thermistor resistance may vary in the limit from 

(22) Rth h1 

when no slpnal is applied, to 

(23) 

when a 3tron. si;nal is applied, and after a new steady- 

state resistance bas been reached. Then, from Fij,ure 8, 

the difference o gain is 

r1 20 log 20 log decibels 
E 

fR21 

which is united by the restricted choice for P1 and 2, 

as will be seen later. In a praetical case (F 1200 

ohms and R2 120 ohms), the gain difference will be 20 

log 10 = 20 db. In an actual design, without the approxi- 

mations of Equations 22 and 23, a 15 db gain difference can 

be expected. 

¡t this point it is useful to introduce two new tech- 

nical terms, "full-range compandor' and "liritedrange corn- 

pandor" (15) . 
ruhe coripandors now in use on toll lines are 

full-range compandors. In effect, they compress and expand 

over the full range of incoming voice signals. In contrast, 

the proposed thermistor compandor is a limited-range corn- 

pandor. The limited range compandor varlo-lossers do not 

act on low-level inputs and, therefore, cannot possibly 

distort low-level signals. This is advantaeous because 

distortion of a low-level signal decreases its 
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1rte11i,thi1itr iore than an equal percentaíe distortion 

of a hiírh1eve1 SIP)nal. 

In Fi-ure 14, input and outnut characteristics of both 

a fu11-ran;e compandor and a therriistor co-pandor are drawr. 

It will be seen that while the therristor co'-pandor is not 

as effective as the fufl-ran;e corìpandor for low noise 

levais (A' vs. A in FL,ure 14), it is riore effective at 

hiTh levels of noise (B' vs. B iiLure 14). 

[i] 

-.10 

V - -20 

o 

.4-' 
7) 

- 

C 

Cr - 
I 

- +0 -30 -20 -10 0 

Input Power (dhm) 

ed) 

Fig. 14. Input and Output Characteristics for 
a Fu11-ranre Compandor and a ThermIstor Compandor. 
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xperirenta1 Jerif1cat1ov1 of Thermistor Compandor Theorl 

In a precedin; section it ha been mentioned that corn- 

paridor attack and recovery times n the order of 10 and 50 

milliseconds are desirable. However, for the verification 

of the therr1tor companclor theory, it is not necossary to 

have these operìtir-; tinies. The important. consideration is 

to, have matched thermistor elements. The Peli Telephone 

Lat'oratories supriled six sensitive ?.Tostorn lectric 34 A 

matched thermistors for this project. 'ithout this help 

the 1nvestigatcn rrLi.)ht not have becn poshle. 

Thermistor Fead Fine Platinum ¡lire 

Evacuated Glass Envelope 

Glass Wire Support 

Copper Leads 

Fi». 15. Western lectric 34 A 

Thermistor Construction. 

34 A thermistors are head-type therrnstors ercap- 

sulated in an evacuated glass on'olope. This makes these 

ther :;tors verj sers!tive h:r rodcin the bent loss to 
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the atmosphere, but it cives them a loru thermal time con- 

stant. After the power which heats the thermistor is re- 

moved, it may take nearly a minute before the thermistor 

returns to room temperature and its correspondingly high 

resistance. This fact would make the "JE 34 A thermistor 

unsuitable for speech compression on actual telephone cir- 

cuits. However, it does not make it ursu1ted for checking 

the theory. 

In preparation for actual compandor measurements, the 

steady-state current vs. volta:;e characteristics of the 

six 34 i thermistors were measured. They were so sim- 

llar that oúly one curve for one thermistor is shown in 

Figure 16. However, the equality of single-frequency 

steady-state characteristics does not imply that the tran- 

sient responses of the thermistors must al8o be alike. A 

photograph was taken of the transient response of each of 

the six thermistors. The photographs were enlarged and 

the upper halves of the traces were superimposed to deter- 

mine variations. The resulting graph is showi in Figure 

17. The figure cannot easily be interpreted quant1tativel. 

It was drawn only to show the small transient response 

differences of the six thermistors. The limits shown in 

Firure 17 are partially due to differences in cold and hot 

resistances of the different thermistors, ìt t'e actual 

shapes of the curves are more complicated functions of the 
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Fig. 16. teadT state carraeter!.stic 
of a 1E 34 A Therr.stor 
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coo1inr arid heating properties of the individual ther- 

mistors. 

For the compandor circuit of Figure 8, resistor F2 

was selected large enough to result in a single-valued 

function of output voltage vs. input voltage of the com- 

pressor. H1 was chosen to provide a relatively large 

control range. Fror these two values, the amplifier gain 

arid the expandor resistances F and R4 were computed. 

Also, from the six available thermistors, the two which 

agreed most closely in their transient responses were 

chosen. 

Fiure 18 shows a photogrsph of the experimental 

arrnrement for checking the thermistor compandor theory. 

An oscilloscope equipped with a polaroid camera was used 

to record the transient behavior of the circuIt. Vacuuni- 

tube voltmeters were used for steady-state measurements. 

In order to provide nearly ideal circuit conditions, 

voice-frequency amplifiers with low output impedances 

(about 15 ohms) and 10-watt output power capabilities were 

used for both the sicial generator and the ideal amplifier. 

In order to make the amplifier outputs independent of the 

varying amplifier loads, the amplifier outputs were perma- 

nently loaded with thirty-ohm resistors. The complete 

circuit is shown in Figure 19a. The attack response is 

readily observed on the oscilloscope screen, because the 

oscilloscope sweep can be triggered to sweep at the 



FIg. 18. Experrnenta1 Arrari;;erient to Check 
the Theritstor Compandor Theory 



Signal Generator 
r-------------------- 

L 

(c 

Ideal Amplifier Expandrr 

Fig. 19a. Circuit to Detern'ne Steady state and Transient 
Response of the Thermistor Compandor. (Attack time only) 
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moment the algniil Is applieLi at the compressor (see 

Figure 19a). 

Measuring the recovery time of the compandor presents 

a problem. Ideally, the signal should be removed, and the 

time lt takes for the compressor and the expandor to reach 

their final gains should be measured. A simple, practical 

measurement technique was developed. The circuit which was 

used is shown in Fi-ure 19b. A large resistor, bypassing 

the switch S, supplie8 a small constant current through the 

compressor thermistor at all times. The ideal amplifier 

supplies the same small current to the expandor thermistor. 

The current is made small enough not to heat the thermlstcrs 

noticeably above room temperature. The changing voltages 

across the thermistors, or, for that matter, the voltages 

across the output of the compressor give an indication of 

the changing resistance of the thermistors. However, the 

expandor output voltage gives no indication of the state of 

gain the expandor is in, 8ince ideally, after the large 

signal is removed, a constant small signal will appear 

across the expandor output. A constant output, however, 

will show that the circuit performance agrees with the 

theory developed earlier. 

The oscilloscope is trigered by applying the full 

voltage of the signal generator to the external trigger 

immediately after the generator power is removed from the 
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Fig. lob. Circuit to Deter"ine the Transient Response 
of the Ther'istor Compandor (Recovery time only) 

C; 
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copresor circuit. This is accorp1i8he(ì with a separate 

contact of switch S in Fiure 1cTh. 

First, the overall 8teady-State volta:e transfer ratio 

was measured over a rane of 60 decibels, The ratio of 

output voltaee, V4, to input voltage , was constant with 

deviations of less than i decibel. Secondly, the tran- 

slerit response was measured by keying a 1000 cps tone on 

and off. Vhen a sufficiently large voltae was applied to 

the compressor to operate it in its control range, the 

output voltage of the compressor decayed exponentially as 

expected, and the output voltage of the expandor remained 

constant from application of the tone to its rerova1. The 

results were so close to ideal performance that there. Is 

no need to show them in the form of a graph. Instead, the 

performance of the thermistor compandor for somewhat less 

ideal conditions will be discussed in the following 

pararaphs. 

The extremely slow coo1in; of the nr 34 A thermistors 

made transient response measurennts somewhat impractical. 

Therefore, two thermistors with slightly different thermal 

time constants were selected from the group, and the c1ass 

envelopes were carefully opened to expose the thermistor 

olemnts to the air. This decreased the thermal time cor.- 

atants of the thermistors, but it also made them less power 

sensitive, as shown in F'iure 20. To further decrease the 

thermal time constant, the thermistor elements were 
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FIG. 20. E-I CURVES OF A WE 34A THERMISTOR FOR DIFFERENT 
SURROUNDING MEDIA 
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suspende' ir. li,ht oil. However, this type of cooling 

decr&sed the sensitivity of the thermistors so much that 

the amplifiers could not deliver enouh output power to 

achieve satisfactory compression and expansion. There- 

fore, for further experiments, the unsealed thermistors 

used were cooled in still air. 

In Fiure 21, coiipressor and expandor output enve- 

lopes are skown. For the set labeled "I", the slower 

thermistrn was used ir the compressor. For t1 set 

labeled "II", the faster thermistor was used in the 

compressor. Figure 21 shows clearly that the ideal 

transient response Is more nearly obtained by usin: the 

faster thermistor in the compressor. This fact can be 

explained in the followin manner. hen the slower 

thermistor is used in the compressor, the expandor ther- 

mistor will be momentarily overheated, and the output 

will show an overshoot from the ideal ster response. The 

expandor cutput will return to normal only after the ther- 

mistor has cooled off to its final steady-state temperature. 

}or a directly heated thermistor, cooling is a much slower 

process than heating. HeatiriL time depends upon the appileil 

sinal, which can be made arbitrarily large, while cooling 

depends on thermal convection only. Therefore, it takes a 

re1tively ioni, time for the equilibrium to be ro-estab- 

lished. However, as Figure 22 shows, the steady-state 
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Fig. 22. Steady-state Response of the Thermistor Compandor 
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Fig. 23. Compressor Response and Overall Response of a Ther- 
inisbor Compandor Using a Resistor R2, is too Small 
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performance of the compandor Is nearly perfect, even for 

thermistors with slihtly different characteristics. 

As there will always be slight differences in Indi- 

vidual mass-produced thermistors, lt may be well to divide 

thermistors into two groups end use the slightly faster 

ones In the compressors, and the slightly slower ones In 

the expandor. 

As was mentioned before, the choice of the resistor 

Rp of Figure 8 is limited to a minimum value which will 

still result in a single-valued function of V2 f' 
(T'). 

Even though the circuits were designed by the writer with 

this limitation in mind, lt Is not obvious what effect a 

resistor smaller than the above value would have on the 

circuit performance. To find the effect, a circuit with 

a small R2 was tested. 

Figure 2 shows the conpressor and the overall steady- 

state responses of a compandor using too small a design 

value for R2 of Figure 8. The expandor is in a "runaway" 

cord it ion during its complete control range, as indicated 

by Figure 23. 

From the previous discussion, it is clear that the 

WE 34 A thermistor cannot be used for the actual desi of 

a syllabic compandor. irst, the 34 A thermistor has 

too long a time constant. Second, if the time constant is 

reduced by increased cooling, the therrIstor will become 
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power insensitive, and the circuit would require ampli- 

fiers with large power-handlin; capacity. Consequently, 

it becomes advisable to examine thermistor properties in 

detail. 

Ther.iistor Properties Reguire foi' a Thermistor Gompandor 

For the purpose of this investigation, equations de- 

scribing the behavior of thermistors a2 electric circuit 

elements are needed. It would also be desirable to find an 

equivalent circuit, involving only linear elements, for 
the thermistor. Investigations with the above aim in mind 

have been made in Sweden (3, 8, 9). Ir. America, relatively 

few articles have been written on use and properties of 

thermistors. Some of these articles are cited In the 

bibliography (1, 10, 11). 

Even when approximations are used, thermistor circuit 

analysis involves the solution of nonlinear differential 

equations. Fortunately, no extremely accurate know1ede of 

thermistor steady-state and transient responses Is needed 

for the design of a thermistor compandor. Three charac- 

teristics are of interest, however. First, the thermistors 

used in actual compandors must have identical or nearly 

identical parameters. This is a manufacturing problem and 

will not be treated further here. Secondly, the thermistor 

should be power sensitive in order to reduce the amount of 

amplification that is needed. Amplifiers with large gaina 
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and hi;h power output canabilities are too exìensive to 

riake a t.bor"dstor coripandor econoìical. Thirdly, the 

ther!nistcr should return nearly to roou temperature In 50 

to loo milliseconds alter heatin, power has been removed 

4'rom it. 

For examlnin; the above requirements, John N. Shive's 

presentation of thermistor properties is most useful (17). 

The following explanations and 'quaticrs i to 7 are taken 

fron hive's book. 

"A thermistor is characterized by a number 
of important physical, thermal, and electrical 
parameters. Among these are the followin: 

(i) Its mechanical dimensions, inc1udin those 
of the supports and capsulation, 1f any. 

(2) The rterial from which it is made and the 
properties of this material. Important 
material properties are resistivity, temp- 
erature coefficient of resistivity, specific 
heat, density, and thermal expansion coeffi- 
dent. 

(3) its d-c resistance R0 at some reference tamp- 
erature T0. À convenient reference temperature 
is 3000 absolute, which is a hood approximation 
to "room temperature". 

(4) Its power sensitivity, defined as the input in 
watts required to reduce the resistance of the 
element by 1 per cent, or from R to O.99R0. 

(5) Its thermal dissipation constant G, defined as 
the ratio of the watts di8sipaed in the ther- 
mistor element to the de.;rees of temperature 
rise of the element above Its surroumdins in 
steady state. The dissipation constant Is thus 
a measure of the effectiveness with which hat 
IB conveyed awar from the thermistor element. 
['he dissipation constant Is ari Important para- 
meter because, alcng with the heat capacity to 
be described below, it helps to determine how 
fast a new steady state can be established when 
the Input power is chaned. 
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(6) Its heat capacity C, which is the number of 
ji1e3 of h.t rosidnt in the e1ment when its 
temperature is one degree above that of its 
surroundinçs. The heat capacity is deterrriined 
by the dimensions of the element and the specific 
heat of its materiel. 

(7) Its thermal time constant '1 , which is the time 
required for the temperature of the element to 
go (1 - 1/e) of the way to a new steady-state 
value when the input power is suddenly chan,ed. 

(b) The maximum power which can be dis3ipated with- 
in the clement consistent with stability and 
1on life. 

The temperature correspondin to the peek of the ther- 

mistor characteristics is: 

(i. Tm L1 (1 -4To)J(d abolute). 

The thermistor characteristic la expressed in parametric 

form: 

or 

(2) T = G(T - T0) 

(Z Rip R0e.i - .i_) 
T T 

(3b) T ____ ______ 
L 
T0 P R0 

r- (11 \li 
(4) V LGR0(T T0)e 

1J 

(5) 
'T [h_T - T0)e 

Equation 6 shows the temperature decay after cutting off 

the input heat1n current 



(.6) T - T0 = - 

where the t1re conaLart Is 

(7) T = (seconds) 

ciegres absolutc) 

50 

From Tquatlon 2 lt can be seen that the thermal diasi- 
pation constant, G, must be small to reach the nonlinear 

part of the thermistor characteristics when the power 

inpit is small. Accordino, to Equation 7, for a short 

time ccnstant, G should he large. Then the obvious answer 

of decreasing the time constant of the thermistor without 

lar'.e power requirements Is to decrease (, the heat capac- 

it:. 1f the same material is to be used, the heat caoscity 

is determined by the dimenlons of the thermistor element. 

It is lnterestina to estimate the size of a thermistor 

havin a tire constant and a thermal dissipation constant 

which makes lt useful in a thermistor compandor. Ari at- 
tempt was made to use the 'VE 34 A thermistor was a atartin 
point for the calculations. This called for measurin the 

parameters of the thern1itor. quations i to 7 were rear- 
ranged to allow determination of all thermistor parameters 

by measurin. the resistances at three bias points of the 

thermistor vihile it is coo1in. The procedure is shown in 

the appendix. 

The attempt was abandoned for the followirï; reason. 

Close examination of the equations shows that it is 
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temperature at the maximum of the thermistor characterIs- 

tics is oril:, about thirty degrees above the reference 

temperature of 3000 uLsolute. Thereore, in quat1oTL i 

in the appendix, 1n2. is close to unity. quations 2 and 

.5 depend on the difference between temperature Tm and T0. 

Hence, a si'all error in resistance measurement will ca;.se 

a large error in calculated parameters. 

As the next host estimate of the thermistor size that 

would be required for use in a practical thermistor corn- 

pandor, the fol1owin published dats of a fast-response 

bead thermistor made by the Fenwal Company were used. 

P:0 = 2000 ohms B 3495 l75 abs 

G io watts 
in still air at 25° C 

lox 

î-z i second 

Bead diameter 0.007 inche8 (Approximately 

spherical bead) 

From that the heat capacity can be calculated. 

-4 joules 
° temperature riso 

The time constant should at least be reduced by a factor of 

ten, from i second to 100 milliseconds. If G was kept con- 

stant, the heat cspacity of the fast thermistor would have 

to be one-tenth of or i0. This means that the 
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vo1ie of t'ro requ1red bead would have to be one-tenth of 

the oriiriel volume. The diameter would have to be 1/ -iö 

of the or1ina1 diameter, or about 0.00325 inches, and the 

resistivity of the semiconductor material would have to be 

changed nl3o, to have the same resistaìce R0. 

In th ttme available onl:i a limited survey of differ- 

ont thermistor tpes could be made. In the catalogues 

searched, r.o thermIstor of the speed reouired was listed. 

Nowever, this does not mean that such a thermistor does not 

exist since theristors today are often designed and pro- 

ducod accordini; to the consumer's specifications, and sudi 

special types are not advertised in general catalo:us. 

von if sud a thermistor does not exi8t today, no doubt, 

the required type of thermistor can and will be desiied 

in the futuro, if a large onou,h demand should arise. 

It Is now timo to Investi-,ate briefly how such a 

thernîistor may be used in a telephone carrier system. 
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THE THE 3! ' f GO .FA! A TEL 'HONE CA RIEF TE1 - TNAL

Figure 25 shows a simplified circuit diagram of one

carrier channel terminal equipped with- a thermistor com

pandor. The fi,,ure has been simplified by omitting filters

and amplifiers which are required for signaling purooses.

The compressor is in the transmit branch of the hybrid coil.

Since the compressor feeds the modulator, which has a

finite input impedance, the equivalent circuit in Figure

24b must be used. This circuit provides across its ter

minals A'-B' at all times the same voltage to the modula

tor resistance 2Rn which would be provided across A-P by

the circuit of Firure 24a. This circuit is identical with

the compressor circuit of Figure 25, assuming that the

transistor output impedance of (1 is larp:c compared to 25.

l<
mod

a) b)

Fig. 24. a) Compressor Circuit for Infinite
Load Resistance.

b) Equivalent Compressor Circuit
for Finite Modulator Resistance
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Fig. 2. Carrier Thrm.inal of a Thermistor Compandor Circuit 



l'ho lower part oi Flre 2b shows the expanor. it 
iirs lance lt may not sern correct to put the complete 

expandor circuit into tho etit';or of transistor 2. row- 

ever, a short explanation will show that the double purpose 
of the trasistor is to provide a low-impedance generator 

for the comparidor and to provi'ie amplification. 
The impedaixce h. marked in Fißure 25 is approximately 

1. r 
¡2 

where 

re eiittor resistance of the transistor 

= Impedance seen from the base of the 

therls tor 

(3 current amplification factor. 
Previously, the followin, equation was developed. 

(i) 
R1 

In Figuro 25 

(2) I'± 
h4 

and 

() 1 - 

Hence, hquations 2 and 3 inserted into Equ'tion i become 

(4) 
E R1R4 
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which shows that the collector current is not a function of' 

z, the thermistor element. In effect, the emitter resist- 

ance changes automatically, thereby changinF, the amplifica- 

tion of the transistor which then provides proper expan- 

s ion. 

No complete desi;n of a thermistor compandor terminal 

has been presented in the preceding paes. A detailed 

deBi1n of a compandor would involve consideration of tran- 

sistor biasin, to get sufficient overload capability with- 

out exceeding the power ratin1, of providing and receiving 

the proper power levels, and of adusting for optimum 

operating range. These factors can only be considered for 

an actual system. They are, therefore, not covered here. 
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Conclus ion 
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iatched thermistors having the desired characteristcs 

can be successfully used to build limited ran;e syllabic 

compandors. 

Recommendations for Future Investigations 

The therLa1 time constant of a bead thermistor can be 

decreased within reason to any desired value by sacrificing 

power sensitivity. A compandor usine; insensitive ther- 

mistors would require amplifiers with high output power 

capabilities. Such a test model should be constructed In 

order to make listening tests for the effect on voice 

transmission in the presence of, and in the absence of, 

interfering noise. 

When the e::perimental model has proved that ther- 

mistore of the proper characteristics can be used success- 

fully in a compandor, then thermistors with a thermal time 

cofl8taflt of 50 milliseconds and maximu power sensitivity 

must be developed commercially. 

Finally, suitable amplifiers and attenuator pads mu:t 

be designed to give the overall circuit gains to fit the 

actual system requirements. 
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DETF.1INAT ION OF TW' TJi1ThT TOT PAA!ETRS 

The procedure to e used in the determination of the 

therristor parai'eters is a follows: 

Step 1) 1'easure V0, I, V,, Im, Vp, Ic. 

step 2) easure room temperature To 

Step 3) Calculate the .c rosirtancos ç, Fm, 

VoItace 
(Vo 'ts) 

Curren (m:t) 

Fig. 26. Thermistor fias Points 

Step 4) Then ciculate the values indicated. 

(1) Tm T0 1n2 (0ahs) meoerature at -- 

imurn of V-I curve 

2 

(2) = '°ab) -valuo o therml.stor 
m o r'ateri.al 

(3) : = VmI:n1 watts/°ahs) 
Tin - .1.0 Thorriu isipation 

cc'.nstant 

(4) q' = _______ (°abs) 
I i in F 'Perpeature at pcnt p 

(5) 0.37 T - 0.63 T0 (0abs) 
Temperature after one 
time constant 



tU 

( ,; S 
::: 0r'::i__ _ .:_) oìis S') 4 - in ri 

I A1 LO Teslstanc3 after one 
time constant 

These equa1hns avr' been dorivei by the writer fro'' 
Fquat1ons i - 7 In the section or.tltleci "Thern'i3tor Prop- 
ertios Roquire for a Thermistor Copandor". Te details 
of the derivation hayo not been Included. 
Step 5) Pias the followln5; circuit tc point p 26) 

w1tch S in Figure 27 to position b and photo- 
irraph tho rise of the voltage acrus the ther- 
istor due to the constant sìriall current through 

it. Tui current must be too small to heat the 
therrr.lstor apreciabl above the ambient temper- 
ature. 

a) 

V 

h) 

-R0 

ti 

Fig. 27. a) Circuit ror Deter nin;; the 
Theri1stor Time Constant. 

b oscilloscope Discia:j for etori- 
nin the Therr-istor Tiro (onstnt. 

Step 6) Pead the timo constant 1 off the oscilloscope 
face (See j:iure 27h). Then 

(7) C =TG (joules/°abs) Feat caacity of the 
t% ermistor elem'nt 


